
EDDIE HERR  

TRAINING CAMPS 

(U12-U18) 

 
Eddie Herr participants can prepare for 

competition with our comprehensive training 

methodology as part of a 1 or 3 week 

Discovery Open Camp or a 3 Day Eddie Herr 

Mini Camp. 

 

Camps includes boarding- and non-boarding 

options along with Core and Breakthrough 

training programs. 

 

Core – Foundation of all training programs 

 The cutting-edge foundation of all 

IMG Academy athletic programs 

 Includes two sport-specific training 

sessions per day plus a physical or 

mental training session 

 Designed for athletes who want to 

improve their overall game with our 

expert coaches and staff 

 

Breakthrough – Customized sport training 

 All Core training elements 

 Additional personalized training sessions 

 Designed for athletes who want 

customized instruction 

 

Morning: Two hours of on-court training and 

evaluation with IMG coaches, one-hour classroom 

analysis and a personal advising session. 
 

Afternoon: Sanctioned UTR matches and evening 
activities. 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

1-Week Discovery Open Camp 
 (11/17 - 11/23) 

 Does not include Discovery Open Tournament 

and player is not eligible for Eddie Herr Wildcard

 UTR match play guaranteed

 

3-Week Discovery Open Camp 
(11/03 - 11/23) 

 2 weeks of Core or Breakthrough camp + 

Discovery Open camp

 UTR match play guaranteed

 

1-Week Discovery Open Tournament Camp* 
(11/17 - 11/23) 

 Half-day training and half-day sanctioned UTR 

matches eligible for the Eddie Herr Wildcard 

and 3-day pre-training camp.

 

3-Week Discovery Open Tournament Camp* 
(11/03 - 11/23) 

 2 weeks of Core or Breakthrough camp + 

Discovery Open Tournament Camp

 Half-day training and half-day sanctioned UTR 

matches eligible for the Eddie Herr Wildcard 

and 3 day pre-training camp.
 

3-Day Eddie Herr Mini Camp 
(11/24 - 11/26) 

 Stay and train to prepare for the Eddie Herr with 

3 days of half-day training and half-day matches

 

 

 

 

For questions about IMG Academy Discovery Open camp packages, please call 1-800-872-6425. 

 
 

 
* In order to participate in the tournament group, players must have either won or been a finalist in an IMG 
Academy Discovery Open Qualifier), OR have been offered a wild-card entry by IMG Academy Staff. If you are 
interested in competing, but have not received either of the above, you may submit a wild-card application for 
review. 


